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1. Background 
1.1. Plymouth has made good progress in preparing its Local Development Framework.  

The Council initiated a very wide ranging debate, at the Issues and Options stage 
(March 2005), about the city’s future and what local changes, if any, needed to be 
made.  These ideas were developed, at the Preferred Options stage (July 2005), as to 
how to turn Plymouth into – ‘one of Europe’s finest, most vibrant waterfront cities where 
an outstanding quality of life is enjoyed by everyone’. 

1.2. However, a number of matters have arisen, during the July 2005 Preferred Options 
stage, which require us to consider whether further potential changes in emphasis 
need to be made to Plymouth’s shopping and employment policies.  Additionally, given 
the recent publication of Plymouth’s second Local Transport Plan, there is an 
opportunity to  update the Core Strategy so that it integrates with the transport strategy 
proposed through that document. 

1.3. Because these issues could have far reaching implications, and in accordance with the 
Council’s principle of openness and transparency, enabling the community to be 
positively involved in shaping the city’s future, the Council is undertaking a further 
Preferred Options consultation on these potential key changes, before it prepares and 
submits its Core Strategy to the Secretary of State for public examination. 

1.4. In order to inform this debate the Council has commissioned eight new background 
studies.  The findings from these studies are being published as background to this 
Preferred Options Key Changes consultation.  The studies are: 
• Plymouth Employment Land Review, by Baker Associates. 
• Plymouth Economic Vision & Strategy, by EDAW. 
• Plymouth Shopping Study, by Cushman & Wakefield. 
• Plymouth Strategic High Quality Public Transport (HQPT) Network, by Atkins. 
• Plymouth’s Eastern Corridor public transport option, by Faber Maunsell. 
• Plymouth Airport Study, by York Aviation. 
• North Plymouth Sustainable Community Assessment, by LDA Design. 
• Plymouth Flood Risk Assessment, by Pell Frishman. 

1.5. In order to assist with this debate, this consultation document summarises the key 
findings from these new background studies, highlighting any potential changes to the 
Council’s Preferred Options.  In particular it focuses on the key areas of employment 
and shopping needs, the necessary transport infrastructure and the very long term 
implications for northern Plymouth.  In order to complete the picture, however, it also 
includes a very brief summary of the Council’s current position in relation to 
environmental and social maters. 
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We need to know what you think 
 The statutory consultation period to respond is 13th April to 25th May. 

Further copies of this leaflet and response forms are available from 
www.plymouth.gov.uk
The Civic Centre (Planning Section) 
Local Libraries 
This document is also available in large print, Braille or on Audio Tape. 

 The supporting new background studies can be viewed: 
- On the Councils LDF web site at  
http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/homepage/environmentandplanning/planning/planningpolicy/ldf.htm 
- Or in hard copy format at the Civic Centre 

 All comments must be received within this period and can be sent to: 
The Strategy Unit 
Department of Planning and Regeneration 
Plymouth City Council 
Civic Centre 
Plymouth    PL1 2AA 

Or 

By fax :  01752  304294 

By email:  ldf@plymouth.gov.uk
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2. Employment - key changes 

Context 
2.1. Plymouth is experiencing a period of 

significant structural and economic 
change.  There are real aspirations to 
improve the quality of the city, its 
economy and people’s lives.  
Significant developments are underway 
while others need to be identified. 

 At the national level the government’s 
objective is to achieve high and stable 
levels of growth and employment in 
order to achieve sustained economic 
improvement. 

 At the regional level Plymouth is 
identified as one of 11 principal urban 
areas which offer the best opportunities 
for accommodating the majority of 
development in the most sustainable 
way. Plymouth is also identified as 
having the potential to play a wider 
strategic role in the far SW. 

 

The current position 

The alternative policy approaches 
considered include: 
• An interventionist strategy, rather than 

simply ‘managing change’  
• A strategy which continues to target 

traditional manufacturing industry, 
inward investment and larger 
companies.  Or an approach which 
focuses on growth sectors, indigenous 
potential and entrepreneurship 

• Making provision for employment based 
on the traditional Devon Structure Plan 
approach of providing 80 hectares of 
new employment land.  Or a more 
flexible approach which recognises the 
changing market demands for 
employment land – as indicated in 
Plymouth’s 2006 Employment Land 
Review. 

• A range of supporting measures to 
increase workforce skills 

• Changes to the range of employment 
opportunities in support of building 
sustainable linked communities. 

2.2. Plymouth is the second largest city in the South West region after Bristol, and plays a 
dominant economic, social and cultural role in its sub-region.  It is relatively self 
contained with just 22% of its workforce commuting from outside the city.  However, 
despite the increasing diversification of its economy, the city has yet to achieve its full 
economic potential. 

2.3. In response to this the Council’s has adopted an interventionist approach to 
employment provision.  This decision is now widely seen as being clearly merited and 
necessary in order to deliver a successful, sustainable city of the future.  The Council 
has rejected a “management of change” approach with its simplistic assumptions that 
Plymouth’s past economic performance will continue, and that the city’s economic 
disadvantages cannot be overcome.  These options were considered through the 
Sustainable Growth Distribution Study 2005.  This study was commissioned by the City 
Council on behalf of a Sub Regional Steering Group of local authorities and 
stakeholders, and consulted upon during the LDF Issues & Options consultation in 
March 2005. 

2.4. A key element of this strategy is that it is no longer considered appropriate for 
Plymouth to rely on targeting traditional employment and inward investment.  Indeed, 
this kind of approach has already been abandoned by other cities.  Successful city 
economies are diverse, stable, emphasise productivity and provide high levels of 
added value to the local business sector.  This change in emphasis has a consequence 
in terms of estimating employment land needs.  The Devon Structure Plan requirement 
to provide 80 hectares of new employment land by 2016 is no longer seen as 
justifiable.  Further work, in terms of Plymouth’s Employment Land Review 2006, now 
allows us to quantify the city’s future employment land needs more accurately. 
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Key issues arising from consultation. 
2.5. A summary report of the issues raised 

during the Preferred Options 
consultation on the Core Strategy (July 
2005) has been published by the City 
Council. 

 The key employment questions raised 
at the Preferred Options stage were: 
• The need to identifying a range of 

employment sites and premises 
– where only 4% of respondents 
raised concerns 

• The need to safeguarding existing 
employment sites in residential areas 
where appropriate  
– where only 2% of respondents 
raised concerns 

• The controlled release of unsuitable 
employment sites for other uses  
– where only 3% of respondents 
raised concerns. 

Issues raised through Sustainability 
Appraisal 

• Potential negative impacts of new 
employment provision which would 
need to be mitigated against 

• The need for large new employment 
sites to be located close to sustainable 
modes of transport 

• Green travel plans were identified as 
one proactive measure to address 
sustainability concerns 

• Concern that the LDF may be over-
ambitious, suggesting that if too much 
land is provided this may merely lead to 
the relocation of existing businesses, 
potentially at a cost to the environment 

• Questions whether each of the 6 growth 
sectors are appropriately identified 
given the forecast employment decline 
for some of them. 

2.6. In addition to the questionnaire response on employment issues, 38 written comments 
were received from organisations and individuals relating to employment matters.  
While there was a high degree of public support for the Core Strategy Preferred 
Options employment proposals, addressing the concerns raised is recognised as very 
important. 

2.7. In terms of the key concerns raised, these can now be substantially addressed, 
including: 
• The need to support the maritime sector – is now fully recognised in the policy 

framework 
• The need for a clearer economic vision – is being set through the new economic 

vision for Plymouth 
• Concern about the assessment of retail capacity – is being addressed through a 

new Shopping Study 
• The need to consider the spatial implications of employment site opportunities – has 

been addressed through the new Employment Land Review 
• The importance of small and medium enterprises in mixed use developments – is 

reflected in the revised strategic objectives 
• The need to clarify the opportunity to extend Tamar Science Park – is reflected in 

the revised wording for Preferred Option 14 
• The need to identify locations for bad neighbour developments – is reflected in the 

revised wording for Preferred Option 14 
• The importance of improving strategic transport links - will be addressed in the 

transport section of the Core Strategy. 

2.8. In terms of the issues raised through the sustainability appraisal, the Council: 
• Will address the issue of mitigation through general policies regarding the 

environmental impacts of development 
• Is promoting accessibility of development through its “sustainable community” 

policies in the Core Strategy 
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• Will promote Green travel plans in the transport section of the Core Strategy 
• Is addressing the concern about over provision of employment land through its new 

Employment Land Review and subsequent revised preferred options 
• Considers that its decision to promote those sectors which add most value to the 

city’s economy is justified by its new economic visioning. 

What has changed since the Core Strategy Preferred Options? 
2.9. Further work has now been undertaken to inform the preparation of the Core Strategy.  

This needs to be made publicly available to inform the debate on Plymouth’s future.  
The two key items of work are: 
• The City Council held an Economic Visioning conference in January 2006 to 

engage stakeholders in the development of a new economic strategy and vision for 
the city 

• The City Council published an Employment Land Review in March 2006. 

Key messages from the emerging economic strategy 
2.10. The Economic Visioning conference considered a vision for Plymouth’s economy which 

sees Plymouth as follows: 
A place where people, business and an outstanding natural environment will together 
bring about sustainable prosperity and well being for all. Where productivity, 
competitiveness, sustainable development, leadership and inclusion are the 
fundamental principles of a more dynamic city. 

2.11. Key objectives are to work towards enabling Plymouth to become: 
• A highly competitive city, well recognised and branded on the global economic 

stage 
• A city with a balanced, diversified and knowledge intensive business base 
• A city with well connected and inclusive communities 
• A city with an adaptable and skilled workforce 
• A city where a genuine commitment to sustainable development reinforces a set of 

unique environmental assets 
• A city where all stakeholders and agencies work effectively together across a 

common agenda to deliver shared priorities. 

2.12. The emerging economic strategy acknowledges that Plymouth has genuinely 
distinctive assets which, if effectively harnessed, could significantly reinforce efforts to 
strengthen and diversify the economy and increase the prosperity of its people.  It is 
about unlocking the potential Plymouth has to offer.  The strategy seeks to build upon: 
• An outstanding natural environment and waterfront setting, with the potential to 

generate significant economic benefits through attracting people and businesses, 
as well as leisure and tourism 

• An exciting vision for the City Centre that has generated much enthusiasm about 
Plymouth’s future as an economic player.  There are significant opportunities to 
enhance Plymouth’s retail offer further and to retain more spend within the city 

• A large and growing education infrastructure 
• A strong and recognisable industrial and military heritage which has left behind a 

set of ongoing and evolving specialisms in Advanced Engineering and Maritime and 
Marine Technologies 

• A strong sense of commitment from Plymouth’s partners and stakeholders. 

2.13. Notwithstanding these opportunities, Plymouth has a relatively fragile economy and 
needs to improve its economic performance in order to raise incomes and tackle issues 
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of economic inactivity and social exclusion.  In particular, the following key drivers need 
to be addressed: 
• Productivity and competitiveness.  Plymouth’s Gross Value Added (GVA) lies below 

the national and regional averages, and reveals a substantial gap in 
competitiveness compared to other key cities (such as Bristol).  The challenge for 
Plymouth its to raise its general level of GVA whilst strengthening efforts to attract 
and grow higher value services within the economy, such as business and 
professional services 

• Enterprise.  In contrast with the rest of the South-West, net rates of new firm 
formation are sluggish in Plymouth.  This reflects the reliance, relative to other 
cities, of Plymouth’s economy on larger employers.  The challenge for Plymouth is 
to bring about an increase in the number of new businesses, and to encourage the 
development of small and micro-businesses 

• Knowledge and technology.  These sectors have become key drivers of economic 
growth, yet Plymouth’s share is currently significantly less than the national and 
regional average.  The challenge for Plymouth is to increase the proportion of jobs 
in technology and knowledge intensive industries 

• Skills.  An increasing proportion of jobs require a high level of skill.  Despite 
reasonable performance at GCSE level, Plymouth has a lower proportion of people 
employed in higher-level occupations than the regional average.  Plymouth requires 
a step-change in the current levels of workforce skills.  It also needs to create a 
labour market that will retain more young people with good educational 
qualifications. 

2.14. The emerging economic strategy is responding to these opportunities and challenges 
through 5 themed action plans.   
Theme 1:  Diversifying the Business Base 
Theme 2:  Skills and Learning 
Theme 3:  Infrastructure and Access 
Theme 4:  Economic Inclusion 
Theme 5:  Leadership and Governance. 

2.15. The key potential spatial planning interventions arising from these themes include: 
• Provision and protection of land of sufficient quantity, quality and in locations to 

meet the needs of the anticipated priority growth sectors.  In particular:-  advanced 
engineering; business services; creative industries; marine industries; medical and 
healthcare; tourism and leisure 

• Proactive policies to encourage small and micro-businesses 
• Delivering the vision for Plymouth’s City Centre, strengthening its role as a regional 

centre.  In order for Plymouth to reach its full potential as a key economic location in 
the UK the planning strategy needs to enable a diversification of economic activities 

• Identifying appropriate land to enable the Council to respond to major inward 
investment opportunities 

• Improving Plymouth’s generic “investor offer” through investment in the image and 
perception of Plymouth, and through infrastructure improvements.  This links to 
initiatives to brand and market Plymouth 

• Making better use of higher education facilities as a commercial asset.  This 
involves supportive policies to promote improved linkages between the education 
and commercial sectors so as to assist businesses with innovation and technology 

• Positive planning policies to support investment in all kinds of learning 
infrastructure, both existing and new 

• Positive policies to support the concept of extended schools which provide a range 
of facilities to benefit the community, as well as further investment in further and 
higher education 
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• Counteracting the spatial mismatch in the labour market through improving 
accessibility and connectivity within the city.  This includes promoting the concept of 
sustainable linked communities and improving public transport provision 

• Supporting the development of a “bi-polar” economy, with 2 major areas of 
complementary economic growth (the City Centre and Derriford).  This can be 
facilitated through developing an appropriate economic relationship between 
Derriford and the City Centre, and providing rapid and regular public transport 
between the two areas 

• Delivering improved connectivity to key national and international centres, through 
investment in strategic transport and ICT infrastructure 

• Promoting economic inclusion by promoting local labour and training in major 
development projects. 

Key messages from the Plymouth Employment Land Review Study. 
2.16. This study followed on from an Employment Land and Premises study, by Atkins in 

2004, which reached the following broad conclusions: 
• That forecast demand for employment floor space and land is significantly below 

the availability of both premises and land in the sub region 
• That there may be an inadequate supply of land for high value knowledge based 

industries (including inward investment), for which traditional manufacturing 
locations are not suitable 

• That interventions are necessary to provide new opportunities in the right locations 
for the 6 priority growth sectors identified in the City Growth Strategy 

• That there is a need to continue to provide for small and medium enterprises 
requiring units of 5,000-10,000 sq.ft, and that some of the traditional manufacturing 
land may be suitable for such uses. 

2.17. The Employment Land Review (ELR) of 2006 agreed with these basic conclusions.  It 
also took a more comprehensive view of employment land needs having regard for 
future growth potential in the city. 

2.18. Employment in Plymouth grew by 16,749 jobs between 1998 and 2003.  This equates 
to roughly 3,350 new jobs per year.  A further 24,600 jobs could be created by 2016 
(1,892 each year for the 13 year period) if current trends continue and providing that 
sufficient intervention is available to continue the momentum.  The ELR considered that 
this level of growth is very achievable, allowing for the cyclical ups and downs of long 
term employment trends.  

2.19. The table below shows that employment growth between 2016 and 2026 is likely to be 
in the region of 17,900 jobs if this momentum can be sustained – of which 8,500 jobs 
will be in the growth sectors.  Overall, this equates to employment growth in the region 
of 42,500 jobs or 1,847 each year for the 23-year period.  The targeted growth sectors 
would account for 20,300 of these jobs - or roughly half of future employment growth. 
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Employment growth 1998-2026 (thousands) 

Sectors 1998 2003 2016 2026 Growth 
2016-26

Extractive 399 384 384 384 0
Manufacturing 23,183 20,103 17,603 16,103 -1,500
Manufacturing Growth 

Sectors 
11,836 11,750 11,500 11,350 -150

Utilities 442 512 512 512 0
Construction 4,559 5,293 6,493 7,393 900
Distribution /Retail 22,936 24,759 29,759 33,259 3,500
Hotels & Catering 7,128 9,453 11,953 13,703 1,750
Hotel & Catering Growth 

Sectors 
1,398 1,707 2,957 3,832 875

Transport Communication 5,489 7,238 6,238 6,238 0
Trans/Comm Growth Sectors 818 744 644 644 0
Financial 3,043 2,922 3,822 4,322 500
Business Services 11,971 16,130 23,130 26,880 3,750
Business Services Growth 

Sectors 
9,104 12,672 19,172 22,672 3,500

Public admin 8,520 8,781 9,281 9,281 0
Education 11,236 15,073 19,573 22,823 3,250
Health 14,671 18,839 22,339 25,839 3,500
Health Growth Sectors 9,670 12,228 14,798 17,148 2,350
Other services 5,278 6,117 9,117 11,367 2,250
Other services Growth 

Sectors 
2,748 3,509 5,509 7,509 2,000

Total 118,855 135,604 160,204 178,104 17,900
Total growth sectors 35,574 42,830 54,580 63,155 8,575

 

2.20. The ELR goes on to calculate the amount and type of employment land that will be 
required to accommodate this estimated growth:  

Supply against demand Employment 
land 2016 (ha) 

Employment 
land 2026 (ha)

Future land requirement 57.63 107.02
less land already allocated for employment use 
with planning permission 

75.19 75.19

less other land allocated for employment use 49.83 49.83
Apparent level of over-provision -67.39  -18 
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2.21. Some of the sites with planning permission are no longer considered appropriate or 
viable for employment development.  Additionally, this figure disguises a number of 
important issues: 
• The Council’s strategy is to build a city of sustainable linked communities.  

Minimising the need to travel long distances to work requires that, as far as 
possible, realistic employment opportunities must be provided in close proximity to 
residential areas 

• The nature of employment is changing, highlighting the need for a more 
sophisticated approach to employment land provision.  The working environment is 
changing rapidly, with a sharp decline in the mass-production and distribution 
operations that dominated the second half of the last century – and their 
replacement with knowledge-based office and home-working occupations.  This 
presents new spatial challenges and opportunities 

• The changing density of the workplace, with a subtle shift from the production-
line and bulk warehouse types of employment to the service and value-added 
production sectors, will enable a larger number of people to be provided with 
modern, well appointed workplaces on smaller footprints of land. 

2.22. This illustrates that the location, quality and nature of employment provision is perhaps 
a more important matter than the quantum of land provided.  The ELR has therefore 
sought to take a more sophisticated view to guide its recommendations to the City 
Council.  In particular it has found that: 
• There is an over-supply of traditional employment sites under both 2016 and 2026 

scenarios in locations near to the A38 and A379 and that therefore some sites 
should be de-allocated.  However, the study reaffirms the need to safeguard 
business park locations such as Langage and Plymouth International Medical & 
Technology Park, and to provide new employment opportunities in Sherford and 
Plymstock Quarry in response to population change 

• The demand for premises is generally greatest for small to medium size units, 
particularly for incubator units, start-up business premises and pre start-up facilities.  
With the future locations of particular employment types identified it is important to 
consider the size of premises required.  An appropriate range of premises must be 
provided including specialist premises such as incubator units and small business 
centres that can offer pre business start-up facilities 

• There is an under provision of employment land in the City Centre and waterfront 
areas.  Floorspace is needed for retail, office, tourism & leisure and creative 
industries.  There is also a need to safeguard sites for marine related industries on 
the waterfront.  In relation to office development, the ELR identifies a need for up to 
227,000 sq.m of new office development by 2026.  Millbay / Derry’s Cross and 
North Hill are identified as possible opportunities in the City Centre, with a need for 
a secondary office location elsewhere. 
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Revised Core Strategy Preferred Option in relation to employment issues. 
2.23. The City Council’s goal is to set a spatial planning framework through the LDF 

which supports the Council’s Economic Vision & Strategy, helping to make 
Plymouth a place where people, business and an outstanding natural 
environment together bring about sustainable prosperity and well being for all.  
The LDF’s strategic objectives for achieving this are: - 
1. To support the competitiveness of Plymouth’s economy through protecting and 
enhancing the city’s unique assets, including its environment and heritage, enabling it 
to be successfully branded on the global economic stage. 
2. To support the creation of a balanced, diversified and knowledge intensive business 
base by delivering a sufficient and appropriate range, mix and quality of employment 
land and premises, providing for inward investment opportunities but with particular 
focus on indigenous growth, priority sectors, micro-businesses and small/medium 
enterprises – including as part of mixed use developments. 
3. To build the sustainability of Plymouth’s communities through ensuring that 
opportunities for employment are provided within each neighbourhood and that 
accessibility to major employment locations is improved throughout the city. 
4. To develop Plymouth’s skills base and promote economic inclusion through 
supporting investment in all kinds of learning infrastructure and promoting local labour 
and training on major construction projects. 
5. To develop the concept of a bi-polar economy with strong and complementary 
centres of employment at the City Centre and Derriford. 

2.24. Progress towards achieving this objective, will be measured against the 
following targets:- 
1. Delivery of 57 ha. new employment land (2001-2016), which equates to about 3.8 
ha. per annum. 
2. Delivery of 200,000 sq.m new office development within the city (2001-2016), which 
equates to about 13,000 sq.m per annum. 
3. A net increase in the number of employees in the city of about 24,000 (2003-2016), 
which equates to about 1800 per annum. 
4. Identification of at least one site to be safeguarded for a major high quality inward 
investment opportunity – including potentially a public sector office relocation or a 
private sector regional headquarters. 

2.25. Revised Preferred Option 14. To support a step change in the performance of 
Plymouth’s economy through policies and proposals that seek to: 
1. Identify a range of employment sites and premises that will provide for 57 hectares 
of employment land in Plymouth by 2016.  This will accommodate both traditional 
employment uses (B1,B2,B8), as well as other priority economic growth sectors. 
2. Safeguard and facilitate extension of the strategic employment opportunities at 
Plymouth International Medical and Technology Park and Tamar Science Park, and 
improve linkages between these sites and with Derriford Hospital. 
3. Develop the City Centre’s role as the core location for new office development, with 
particular emphasis on the Derry’s Cross / Millbay area. 
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4. Promote complementary economic development at the City Centre and in the 
Derriford area, including providing for the Derriford area to become Plymouth’s 
secondary office location, and to radically improve transport links between the two 
areas. 
5. Support existing businesses by safeguarding existing employment sites and 
premises that meet the needs of modern industry and business.  This will include 
safeguarding marine employment sites as one of the priority sectors. 
6. Support the future expansion or redevelopment of military establishments for 
operational purposes. 
7. Support the development of tourism, leisure and creative industries, with particular 
emphasis on the City Centre & waterfront regeneration areas and the University area. 
8. Support the development of the city’s learning infrastructure such that it adds 
greater value to the city’s economic development. 
9. Help local people in deprived communities to secure employment and skills through 
local labour agreements with developers. 
10. Identify locations suitable for relocation of “bad neighbour uses” in order to facilitate 
urban regeneration.  The Imerys site at Coypool will be assessed as one potential 
option for such uses, as part of a potential mixed use solution also providing waste 
management infrastructure. 

2.26. Revised Preferred Option 15.  To control the release of employment land and 
premises through a policy that specifies conditions and criteria for determining 
whether an employment site is unviable and surplus to requirements.  Applicants 
should demonstrate that there is no likely prospect of market interest in the 
employment site.  Where sites are no longer suitable for traditional employment 
use, mixed use redevelopment, including new kinds of employment uses (e.g. 
provision for micro-businesses; managed community workshops; live-work 
units), would be the norm – supporting the building of sustainable linked 
communities.  
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3. Shopping - key changes 

Context 
3.1. Providing for shopping development is 

a critical aspect of delivering the vision 
for Plymouth. 

 A healthy and vibrant City Centre is 
essential for the well-being of 
Plymouth’s economy, and it is important 
therefore to strengthen its retail offer. 

 The emerging economic strategy for 
Plymouth promotes the concept of a 
“bi-polar” economy with a secondary 
centre at the Derriford area, 
complementing the City Centre’s role in 
driving economic growth. 

 There are identifiable shopping needs 
in the rest of the City which need to be 
provided for if the LDF’s vision for a city 
of sustainable linked communities is to 
be achieved. 

The current position 

The alternative policy approaches 
considered include: 
• A market-led strategy with planning 

policies designed to manage change in 
accordance with national planning 
policy 

• A proactive strategy, using positive 
policies and proposals to encourage 
shopping development where it helps to 
deliver the vision for Plymouth, but 
discouraging shopping provision which 
does not support the vision 

• Proactively addressing the deficit in 
provision of shopping in certain parts of 
the city (including particularly western 
Plymouth, where 3 different spatial 
options were identified in Local 
Shopping Needs Study) 

• Proactively responding to unmet 
demand for “bulky goods” shopping, 
either through expanding existing sites 
or providing alternative sites to improve 
the balance of provision in the city. 

3.2. The Council has a radical vision for the urban renaissance of Plymouth, and for fulfilling 
its economic potential within the region.  It acknowledges that shopping is a key part of 
the city’s economy and also meets essential social and community needs – for 
example through ensuring that all people have good access to quality food.  Shopping 
development therefore needs to be planned for and managed appropriately in order to 
help Plymouth become a city of successful and sustainable linked communities. 

3.3. In response to this the Council’s has adopted a proactive strategy for shopping 
provision.  It seeks to encourage new shopping provision which helps to reinforce the 
City Centre as a regional centre, and address deficit in provision elsewhere in the city 
(in particular in western and northern Plymouth).  It will promote shopping development 
that helps to deliver regeneration and community benefits within the context of the 
primary objective of safeguarding the City Centre and delivering sustainable 
development.  The Council has therefore rejected a “management of change” 
approach, where it simply responds to market pressure, as this is unlikely to 
adequately respond to the city’s visionary aspirations.  The preferred option has 
emerged in response to a Local Shopping Needs Study undertaken in 2004, 
consultations on the emerging LDF, and most recently a Shopping Study in 2006. 
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Key issues arising from consultation. 
3.4. A summary report of the issues raised 

during the Preferred Options 
consultation held in July 2005 has been 
published by the City Council.  In 
addition to questionnaire responses, 44 
responses were received from 
organisations and individuals where 
written comments were provided.  The 
questionnaire results and the written 
comments show generally a high level 
of public support for the Core Strategy 
proposals. Some concerns were 
expressed.  These are considered 
below. 

 About 3% of respondents to the 
questionnaire indicated that they 
disagreed with shopping proposals 
relating to the City Centre and to 
existing and new centres. 

Issues raised through Sustainability 
Appraisal 

• The original Core Strategy Preferred 
Options are generally supported 
against the sustainability objectives. 

• Proposals should encourage a diversity 
of employment opportunities to support 
the vitality and viability of centres. 

• Care needs to be taken when 
considering development that sites of 
landscape, nature conservation, 
heritage and archaeological interest 
are not eroded. 

• The Council should monitor land uses 
to ensure an area has a broad range of 
uses. 

3.5. There was a high degree of public support for the Core Strategy Preferred Options 
shopping proposals.  In terms of the key concerns raised, some of these can now be 
substantially addressed, including: 
• Concern about the target for new shopping floorspace, assessment of retail 

capacity, impact on other centres and consideration of other opportunities for 
shopping development – is being considered through a new Shopping Study 

• The need to discourage out of town shopping  – is reflected in the revised strategic 
objectives 

• The need to improve the availability of affordable, good food to less affluent 
communities  – is reflected in the revised strategic objectives 

• The importance of “demonstration of retail need” as a criteria for new shopping 
development – is reflected in the revised strategic objectives 

• Concern about a policy which constrains the nature of shopping at the City Centre – 
is addressed in part in the revised preferred options. 

3.6. In terms of the sustainability appraisal, the Council accepts the conclusions reached 
and will develop policies to ensure that these issues are addressed. 

What has changed since the Core Strategy Preferred Options? 
3.7. A new Shopping Study for Plymouth has been completed, prepared by consultants 

Cushman Wakefield.  In addition, further work has been undertaken on an economic 
strategy for Plymouth, which promotes the concept of a “bi-polar” economy, focussed 
on the City Centre and Derriford (see employment section of this report). 

Key messages from the Shopping Study 
3.8. Plymouth currently performs at slightly below average in retail terms for a city of its 

size.  Plymouth has a 53.3% share of a total catchment turnover of £1.245bn (the City 
Centre has a 42.5% share of this turnover).  In terms of its trading density (pounds 
spent per sq.m. of floorspace), this equates to the expected benchmark performance 
for Plymouth.  However, with the opening of Drake Circus, and taking account of the 
likely effect of the new Princesshay shopping scheme in Exeter, it is anticipated that 
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Plymouth’s market share will increase.  Plymouth will also be expected to perform at a 
little above the benchmark in terms of trading density. 

1. The study suggests that, in terms of comparison goods, there will be little potential 
capacity for significant new shopping provision until after 2011, even taking account 
of accelerated population growth in Plymouth.  This suggests in the short term the 
need for a strategy which consolidates the City Centre.  Development pressure 
does currently exist for shopping provision outside of the City Centre – particularly 
in relation to “bulky goods” – and such proposals will need to be carefully 
considered in light of their impact particularly on the City Centre.  Where approved 
they need to be controlled in relation to the goods sold. 

2. By 2016, the study suggests that, with anticipated population growth, new provision 
of between 35,000 and 50,000 sq.m. net will be justified in order to support 
Plymouth’s wider vision for a sustainable high quality city.  This is the equivalent of 
one further Drake Circus scheme or two Marsh Mills retail parks.  There are 
different options for this provision – including further City Centre investment or new 
district centre investment. 

3. By 2021, Plymouth’s growth agenda if successful is likely to justify in the order of 
75,000 – 110,000 sq.m net new floorspace.  This is the equivalent of two further 
Drake Circus schemes or four Marsh Mills retail parks.  And by 2026, the 
demonstrable need may be approximately double this. 

4. What this demonstrates is that in the medium to long term, substantial new retail 
investment will be required if Plymouth’s growth agenda is successful.  The new 
shopping provision will not only provide services for the new population, but will also 
help boost Plymouth’s long term economic performance and its sustainability.  It is 
vital therefore that the LDF includes a positive strategy for capturing and directing 
this long term potential in a manner which delivers in aspirations for the future. 

5. In relation to food shopping, Plymouth is also considered to trade at the level that 
would be expected, with some stores trading well above company average or 
benchmark levels.  About 12.5% of the City’s available expenditure leaks to 
locations outside the city, most notably Tesco at Lee Mill.  As a response to this 
there is considered to be scope for a new food store in the Derriford area, to form a 
new district centre for that part of the city.  There is also considered to be scope for 
additional food shopping to address issues of social exclusion and ‘internal’ leakage 
from the western part of Plymouth.  Where major residential developments are 
proposed, such as at Plymstock Quarry, neighbourhood food stores may be 
required in order to ensure that the needs of new residents are met and the 
developments help to build sustainable communities. 

Revised Core Strategy Preferred Option in relation to shopping issues. 
3.9. The City Council’s goal is to promote new shopping development which 

contributes positively to delivering Plymouth’s vision for sustainable high quality 
growth, making Plymouth a city of sustainable linked communities.  The LDF’s 
strategic objectives for achieving this are: - 
1. To meet demonstrated shopping need, including the needs of disadvantaged 
communities and of a growing Plymouth population, through provision of a full range of 
shopping facilities. 
2. To maintain and enhance the City Centre’s role as a regional shopping destination 
through encouraging proposals that increase the quality and range of shopping, and 
that create a comfortable, safe, attractive and accessible shopping environment. 
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3 To protect the primary retailing role of the City Centre within the context of a mixed 
use centre with complementary housing, office, cultural and leisure provision. 
4 To remedy identified food shopping deficiencies in western Plymouth in the early 
part of the plan period, with a new store in the Weston Mill area.  The specific proposal 
will need to provide a qualitatively different offer to what is already available in the 
nearby St Budeaux district centre, and must help deliver the sustainable community 
objectives of the LDF. 
5. To promote a district centre at Derriford as a key component of the creation of a 
new sustainable neighbourhood of Plymouth, and to support the existing employment, 
health and residential uses and provide a new focus in the north of Plymouth. 
6. To promote the sustainability of new major developments in Plymouth, particularly 
at Millbay and Plymstock Quarry, through the provision of shopping provision sufficient 
to meet local needs and – in the case of Millbay – the needs of visitors and tourists. 
7 To strengthen district and local centres by encouraging a range of facilities and 
uses, consistent with the scale and function of the centre, to meet people’s day-to-day 
needs, while preserving the predominance of A1 use classes within the balance of 
uses. 
8. To facilitate implementation of the Eastern Corridor transport proposals and 
regeneration in the East End through redeveloping the existing Friary retail park for non 
retail uses and provision of an alternative consolidated retail warehouse location on the 
Laira Embankment. 
9. To direct long term growth (post 2021) in shopping provision primarily to the City 
Centre and Derriford, with also appropriate levels of provision to support the city’s 
district centres. 
10. To reappraise on at least a 5 yearly basis the need and potential for shopping 
development in Plymouth having regard to the actual population change achieved and 
revised population growth forecasts. 

3.10. Progress towards achieving this objective, will be measured against the 
following targets:- 
1. To achieve an increase in retail capacity for comparison goods of between 35,000 
and 50,000 sq m net by 2016. 
2. To achieve an increase in retail capacity for comparison goods of between 75,000 
and 110,000 sq m net by 2021. 
3. To deliver new centres at Devonport, Weston Mill and Derriford by 2016. 
4. To deliver a consolidated retail warehouse location on Laira Embankment by 2016. 
5. To complete a revised Shopping Study for Plymouth by 2011. 

3.11. Revised Preferred Option 16.  To enhance consumer choice and strengthen the 
vitality, viability and accessibility of the City Centre and district / local centres by 
supporting new retail which: 
1. Meets a proven need. 
2. Uses the sequential test, which requires developments to demonstrate that their site 
is the most appropriate location having regard to the following priorities:  1. Sites in 
existing centres.  2. Edge of centre sites.  3. Sites well served by a choice of means of 
transport. 
3. Is appropriate in scale and function to its location. 
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In relation to retail warehouses, where a suitable site in or at the edge of a centre 
site is not available, the Council’s preference will be for an existing retail 
warehousing location to be extended.  This will facilitate the use of that location 
for multiple shopping trips in one journey, but will only be acceptable if it can be 
achieved without prejudicing other key aspects of the LDF strategy. 

3.12. Revised Preferred Option 17.  A policy to support new retail development within 
the City Centre which makes a positive contribution to improving its viability and 
vitality, supports the creation of a comfortable, safe, attractive and accessible 
shopping environment, and where possible improves the overall mix of land uses 
in the centre and improves connectivity to adjoining areas. 

3.13. Revised Preferred Option 18.  A policy to protect the primary retailing role of the 
City Centre, by preserving the predominance of A1 use classes within the 
balance of uses within primary and core shopping frontages.  The policy will 
encourage other uses in the City Centre which are complementary to the primary 
retailing, particularly above ground floor level – including residential, office, 
cultural and leisure. 

3.14. Preferred Option 19.  This preferred option remains unchanged. 
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4. Transport – key changes 

Context 
4.1. For most people, our increased ability 

to travel has been one of the most 
liberating features of recent decades.  
But it has come at a cost to the 
environment – and it is a cost that is 
increasing. 

 To improve our quality of life we need 
to improve transport connections in a 
way that promotes accessibility – but 
which is also sensitive to our unique 
environment. 

 Living more sustainably includes 
reducing car dependence – enabling us 
to make more journeys by foot, by 
cycling or by public transport. 

The alternative policy approaches 
considered include: 

• To continue current policies, accepting 
the economic and quality of life impacts 
from congestion, noise, pollution and 
the isolation of the most vulnerable 

• To increase road capacity and parking 
facilities, accepting that this is unlikely 
to keep pace with increasing demand 

• Promoting sustainable transport by 
implementing strategies which reduce 
the need to travel and promoting modes 
of transport that are less damaging to 
the environment. 

The current position 
4.2. The city’s communication links are vital to its economic prosperity and social well-

being.  In the past Plymouth’s perceived remoteness has been a constraint to 
economic growth.  The task of the LDF is to facilitate improvements to the strategic 
network, linking Plymouth to the rest of the SW Region, the wider UK and Europe.  Key 
elements are: 
• The A38 Devon Expressway and the main rail inks 
• Plymouth airport and commercial port 
• Information technology and the telecommunications network 
• Improving the city’s link to surrounding areas by: 

- Providing Park and Ride interchanges on the city’s periphery, to accommodate 
people coming into the city 

- Developing and extending the local rail links into the city 
- Extending the City’s High Quality Public Transport network to nearby towns. 

4.3. Within the city, we need to improve transport connections in a way that promotes 
accessibility for all – but in a way that manages travel demand so as to minimise its 
adverse impacts (e.g. pollution, noise and congestion).  Many people could be 
persuaded to use their car less often if other options were sufficiently attractive. 

4.4. Part of the answer to this lies in reducing the distances we travel – by developing 
employment, retail and living opportunities close to main transport links. .  Alongside 
this, we need to evolve an integrated transport network that improves accessibility, is 
sensitive to the different aspects of city life that it serves and creates a hierarchy of 
modes, based upon the most sustainable options. 

4.5. In essence we need to  allow for effective movement between our neighbourhoods and 
the rest of the city, as well as providing a clear structure of accessible routes within 
those neighbourhoods.  Vehicular routes must be planned to coincide with, but not 
overwhelm, the network of public streets and places.  It is this framework that will 
determine the quality of our transport systems and, in turn, the quality of our 
environment and health. 
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Key issues arising from consultation. 
4.6. A summary report of the issues raised 

during the Preferred Options 
consultation on the Core Strategy (July 
2005) has been published by the City 
Council. 

 The key transport questions raised at 
the Preferred Options stage were: 
• The need to promote and upgrade 

road, rail, water and air connections 
nationally and internationally 
– where only 2% of the respondents 
raised concerns 

• The need to provide an affordable, 
effective public transport system to 
minimise car dependency – where 
only 3% of respondents raised 
concerns 

Issues raised through Sustainability 
Appraisal 

• Potential negative impacts of new 
transport provision which would need 
to be mitigated against 

• The adverse impact in terms of 
increasing greenhouse gases arising 
from the proposal to expand Plymouth 
airport 

• The need to clarify the Council’s 
parking standards 

• The deliverability, phasing and likely 
performance of the public transport 
network 

• Green travel plans are encouraged. 

4.7. In addition to the questionnaire response on transport issues, 73 written comments 
were received from organisations and individuals relating to transport matters.  While 
there was a high degree of public support for the Core Strategy Preferred Options 
transport proposals, addressing the concerns raised is recognised as very important. 

4.8. In terms of the key concerns raised, these can now be substantially addressed, 
including: 
• Support was shown for proposals to improve Plymouth’s connectivity to the wider 

world.  This included support for further development of Plymouth airport, although 
concern was also expressed at the environmental impacts.  (This matter is 
commented upon in the following section).  The need for improved road links to the 
port was also highlighted.  The revised preferred options presented in this report will 
significantly improve port access 

• Considerable support was made known for reducing the need to travel and 
providing a range of sustainable alternatives.  At the same time, there was concern 
over the quality and provision of adequate parking facilities.  It was apparent that 
respondents wished to see a credible strategy addressing all modes of travel in an 
integrated manner.  The failure to present an integrated far reaching strategy on 
pubic transport was criticised.  The Council believes that it has now substantially 
addressed this concern through the LTP2 and the revised preferred options 
presented here. 

4.9. In terms of the issues raised through the sustainability appraisal: 
• The Council agrees that the potential negative impacts of new transport provision 

need to be addressed.  This will be addressed elsewhere in the Core Strategy 
through general policies regarding the environmental impacts of transport projects 

• The Council accepts that an increase in the number of flights would result in more 
greenhouse gas omissions.  However, it contends that the issue is considerably 
more complex than just looking at additional flights generated by Plymouth airport.  
Were the airport not to grow (and the evidence from the airport study is that this 
would result in the airport closing in the medium / long term), then many people 
would travel to other airports to fly.  This travelling would also generate pollution.  
So it is by no means clear that an increase in commercial flights from Plymouth 
would mean an increase in commercial flights overall.  Additionally, an under-
performing city economically will do very little to promote sustainable development.  
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The Airport study suggests that Plymouth’s airport is an important piece of 
Plymouth’s economic infrastructure.  The issue is one that requires national and 
regional consideration.  It would not be appropriate to reject this option on the basis 
of a local sustainability appraisal 

• The Council agrees that its parking standards need to be specific about ceilings in 
relation to households and employees 

• The Council believes it has the right strategies to successfully deliver HQPT, and is 
working closely with stakeholders to get funding plans in place 

• Green travel plans are supported and will be promoted in the Core Strategy. 

What has changed since the Core Strategy Preferred Options Report? 
4.10. Further work has now been undertaken to inform the preparation of the Core Strategy.  

This needs to be made publicly available to inform the debate on Plymouth’s future.  
The three key items are: 
• The Final Local Transport Plan 1(LTP2) has further refined the city’s transport 

strategy for the forthcoming period – and has included a longer-term overview of the 
way High Quality Public Transport (HQPT) could be progressively introduced into 
the city.  This has been informed by a Strategic Transport Network report and 
schematic diagram produced by Atkins plc, indicating the vision for HQPT for the 
period to 2026 

• A study into the public transport options for the Eastern Corridor has been 
completed by consultants Faber Maunsell 

• A study into the future role of Plymouth Airport has been undertaken and presented 
by York Aviation plc. 

Key messages from the LTP2. 
4.11. LTP2 sets out a five year transport capital investment programme within the context of 

a long term vision to transform Plymouth’s sustainable transport network.  It sets out 7 
strategic objectives for transport planning.  These are: 
1. To improve accessibility and social inclusion 
2. To reduce the rate of growth of traffic congestion 
3. To improve road safety 
4. To improve air quality and the environment 
5. To support Plymouth’s urban renaissance and sustainable growth 
6. To improve the quality of life 
7. To make maintenance more efficient and effective. 

4.12. These objectives are supported by a number of key principles, the most relevant in 
relation to links to the spatial planning strategy include: 
• The importance of public transport – placing public transport at the heart of the 

strategy; and 
• Meeting current and future needs – acknowledging the importance of a long term 

strategy to support regeneration and provide an infrastructure to facilitate planned 
developments in the City Centre and the eastern and northern corridors. 

4.13. The transport strategy has a number of key strands, including most specifically in 
relation to the LDF: 
• Providing viable alternative transport choices and developing sustainable transport 

provision, including areas of growth and new development 

                                                 
1 The Final Local Transport Plan (LTP2) was submitted to Government in March 2006, and 

supersedes the Provisional LTP2 of July 2005. 
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• A combination of new transport interventions and persuasive measures designed to 
alter travel behaviour 

• Introduction of corridor-based initiatives designed to contribute to air quality 
aspirations, particularly in Air Quality Management Areas 

• Encouragement of modal shift towards using more public transport and 
consideration of demand management 

• An integrated approach to transport and land use planning in order to reduce the 
need to travel 

• Promoting and improving the accessibility of activities and services. 

4.14. The preferred long term transport strategy includes the following elements: 
• The progressive creation of a High Quality Public Transport (HQPT) Network - 

initially based on new-era busways, but with the intention to upgrade as appropriate 
technology and sustainable funding becomes available 

• Designating & safeguarding land - and formulating a 20-year programme to provide 
a blueprint for this network.  This must start with the routes serving the eastern 
corridor (incl. Sherford and Langage), and the northern corridor (incl. Derriford 
Hospital and Plymouth Airport) - but must expand to embrace the whole of the 
travel-to-work-area by 2026 

• The construction of a series of transport hubs along each of the routes – and 
significantly upgrading those (e.g. the coach and railway stations), that already 
exist.  These hubs must incorporate high-quality facilities (e.g. information, 
interchange, security, retail/refreshment services) 

• The integration and enhancement of the whole spectrum of local transport services 
(including local buses, walking and cycling routes) to feed into - and be 
complementary with - the HQPT Network 

• The introduction of targeted highway improvements, together with appropriate 
demand-management measures, which will support and work alongside HQPT 
services 

• The progressive introduction of network management technology, to maximise 
existing & future capacity and investment across all transport modes – and to 
reduce congestion and delay for the benefit of business and domestic travellers 
alike 

• Lobbying for improvements to Plymouth’s connectivity to the rest of the South West, 
the wider UK, Europe and beyond, through investment in road, rail, water and air 
transport 

• Provision of facilities for, and promoting the benefits of, transferring freight delivery 
from road to rail or water transport, wherever practical. 
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4.15. The preferred High Quality Public Transport network is shown on the diagram below. 
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Key messages from the Eastern Corridor Study. 
4.16. This study provides an evidence base of the range of public transport options to serve 

the corridor - enabling the delivery of the planned long term growth in Plymouth’s 
eastern areas.  In particular, this includes serving the urban extension at Sherford and 
major development in north Plymstock, particularly Plymstock Quarry. 

4.17. The study recommends a preferred transport strategy for the eastern corridor which: 
• Proposes a High Quality Public Transport (HQPT) solution, in accordance with the 

wider transport strategy for the city 
• Provides a large Park and Ride site and public transport interchange adjacent to 

Deep Lane Junction to intercept traffic on the A38, serving both the City Centre and 
the Derriford area as part of this wider transport strategy.  It concludes that an 
additional park and ride on the A379 is not recommended at this time.  Local 
opinion was strongly expressed against the idea of a transport interchange at the 
Elburton Villa site, and the Council now rejects this option.  However, the Council 
retains a long term aspiration for providing park & ride on the A379 as part of its 
commitment to building up the quality of provision of public transport in the city 

• Identifies a HQPT route from Deep Lane to the City Centre via Sherford, the 
southern edge of King George V playing fields, the old railway line and the A379, 
including a combination of on-road and off-road sections.  Replacement playing 
fields to at least the equivalent level of provision will be provided as part of the 
Sherford development.  The Council has rejected the option for a new transport link 
around the eastern edge of Elburton (Option B in Preferred Option 11 of the North 
Plymstock Area Action Plan Preferred Options Report, July 2005) 

• Proposes a number of other stops and interchanges including:_ 
- Sherford (North) 
- Sherford (Central) 
- Sherford (South) 
- Plymstock Quarry 

• Proposes a high frequency service on the HQPT route, with a pick up every five 
minutes 

• Recommends operating a segregated bus route between Haye Road and 
Plymstock Quarry, so as to: 
- avoid congesting the network 
- enhancing journey times 
- providing better reliability and enhanced safety. 

• Identifies Embankment Road through Prince Rock as a public transport and local 
traffic only route. 

4.18. To achieve a public transport and local traffic only route along Embankment Road 
through Prince Rock, the study has shown the operational feasibility of 
• Upgrading of a southern route from Laira Bridge to the City Centre for traffic from 

Plymstock 
• A new link road between Laira Bridge Road and Embankment Road relieving 

pressure on Heles Terrace 
• Providing an extra westbound lane on Laira Bridge for traffic from Plymstock 
• Traffic management changes on the existing Gydnia Way to provide a route to and 

from Marsh Mills to the City Centre. 
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4.19. The City Council agrees with the broad strategic approach set out in the study, and will 
now need to develop detailed proposals which also: 
• Address rat running concerns, and in particular delivers traffic management to 

protect sensitive routes such as through Plympton St Maurice conservation area 
• Delivers major public transport improvements throughout Plymstock, linking in 

effectively to the HQPT network 
• Consider the location of other HQPT stops such as Elburton and Cattedown. 

4.20. Key elements of the preferred Eastern Corridor Transport strategy are illustrated on the 
diagram that follows. 

 
4.21. The Council’s proposals that have been developed from the study’s recommendations 

thus seeks to deliver a range of major benefits for local communities and the city as a 
whole, including: 
• Enabling the city to continue to grow in a sustainable way, boosting its economic 

performance and enabling a critical mass of population to be provided which 
supports high quality services and cultural facilities 

• Improvements to the transport infrastructure for all who live in Plymouth’s eastern 
areas 

• Major quality of life improvements for those who live along Embankment Road and 
in Heles Terrace – the problems of severance will be dealt with by the proposals, 
enabling this community to be knit back together 

• Delivering air quality improvements in the East End’s Air Quality Management Area 
• Improved economic performance of the port through improved access 
• Major opportunities for waterfront environmental improvements and regeneration, 

enhancing Plymouth’s image on one of its most important gateways. 

4.22. This study will not only inform the LDF Core Strategy but also the North Plymstock 
Area Action Plan. 
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Key messages from the Plymouth Airport Study. 
4.23. The airport contributes substantially to the economy of the city and the surrounding 

area – and would do so increasingly as the city’s economic growth strategy and Quality 
of Life Vision develops.   

4.24. The current Plymouth Airport layout is not adequate to accommodate the next 
generation of aircraft.  Should no enlargement of the runway and its associated safety 
areas be undertaken in the next few years, the facility itself would probably close on the 
retirement from service of the current type of aircraft.  This could be during the period 
covered by the emerging LDF. 

4.25. To achieve a situation where the airport becomes a cost effective facility in its own 
right, passenger numbers would need to increase from approximately 250,000 today to 
around 600,000 by 2015.  Trends in air travel and current economic forecasts indicate 
that this is quite practical. 

4.26. Plymouth Airport could continue to develop its role as a facility which predominantly 
supports the local economy (rather than outbound tourism) by expanding routes 
primarily to other UK and European destinations. Again, the report indicates that this is 
a credible aspiration, based on current socio-economic trends.  However, it will require 
significant infrastructure improvements – including a runway extension to enable the 
next generation of turbo-props and potentially smaller jets to use the airport.  Other 
infrastructure and development measures recommended include: 
• decommissioning of the shorter runway 
• increasing the size of the airport’s apron to allow more aircraft to park 
• extending the passenger terminal buildings 
• relocating the maintenance hanger and engine testing area (which would be built to 

high standard for noise attenuation) 
• release of surplus land for development, to help finance infrastructure 

improvements (some public sector funding will however be necessary). 

4.27. Any increase in the number of routes and flights will have some impact on noise and 
environmental pollution.  However, other than in respect of early morning testing, 
commercial flights have not been a major source of noise complaint.  Proposals for a 
new higher specification engine testing facility surrounded by development will help 
provide an additional noise screen.  Moreover, a new generation of aircraft would be 
quieter and more efficient than the current equivalent planes. 

Revised Core Strategy Strategic Objectives and strategy diagram in relation to 
transport issues. 
4.28. The City Council’s goal is to reduce the need to travel and deliver a sustainable 

transport network that supports Plymouth’s long term growth, improves the 
environment and provides a high quality of life for the city’s communities.  The 
key elements of the strategy are set out on the City Transport Strategy diagram 
below.  The LDF’s strategic objectives for achieving this are: 
1. To improve accessibility and social inclusion through providing for a city of 
sustainable linked communities which have a range of services and facilities and which 
are well connected to major employment and service destinations in the city. 
2. To reduce the rate of growth of traffic congestion through promoting modal shift to 
sustainable transport methods, implementing effective demand management, and 
ensuring that development takes place in locations which are accessible by a range of 
transport modes. 
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3. To improve road safety by delivering appropriate infrastructure improvements with 
new development. 
4. To improve the environment and quality of life through transport infrastructure 
improvements and applying policies to ensure developments include measures to 
address the adverse impacts of traffic. 
5. To deliver an integrated sustainable transport programme for Plymouth’s eastern 
corridor which provides High Quality Public Transport Links to the City Centre and 
Derriford area, connects to an improved public transport network in Plymstock, provides 
improved access to Cattedown port, and delivers major community regeneration 
benefits to the East End. 

4.29. Progress towards achieving these objectives will be measured against the 
following targets to:-   
1. Increase the percentage of all households in deprived areas that are within 30 
minutes travel time by public transport of Derriford Hospital and Tamar Science Park 
(LTP2 target). 
2 Compared with the 1994-98 average, reduce the number of fatalities and serious 
injuries due to road accidents by 60% by 2010 – including an 80% reduction in the 
number of child fatalities / serious injuries and a 20% reduction in minor casualties 
(LTP2 target). 
3. Compared with the 2003/4 base, increase public transport (bus) usage by 7.3% by 
2010/11 (LTP2 target). 
4. Ensure traffic growth does not exceed a total of 4.2% between 2004 and 2010, from 
a baseline of 1,118 million kilometers in 2004 (LTP2 target). 
5. Have no declared Air Quality Management Areas (AQMA) arising from Transport 
across the city (LTP2 target). 
6. Ensure that all new development is located within 400m of a bus stop. 
7. Ensure that all designated High Quality Public Transport routes are safeguarded. 
8. Deliver a HQPT service to serve eastern Plymouth from the occupation of the first 
homes at the Sherford new community, and to develop the HQPT service in line with 
future development in the eastern corridor. 

 

4.30. No amendments are proposed to the text of Preferred Option 25. 
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5. Derriford & Seaton – key changes 

Context 
5.1. The Derriford area has grown as a 

major employment centre, but without 
the facilities to service the workers.  It is 
also developed to a very low density 
and lacks a positive identity.  There is a 
need and opportunity to create a new 
heart and sense of place for the area as 
part of a wider proposal to create a new 
sustainable neighbourhood of 
Plymouth.  This will build upon existing 
sub regional infrastructure in the area, 
including the airport, a college of further 
education and a hospital. 

The current position 

The alternative policy approaches 
considered include: 
• Create a new town centre for the north 

of Plymouth at Derriford, as part of a 
strategy to enhance Plymouth as a 
retail destination, with the City Centre 
being identified as a regional shopping 
centre. 

• Create a new local / neighbourhood 
centre to serve only the local residential 
population. 

• Create a district centre which supports 
surrounding residential areas and 
delivers services to support the local 
employment, education and  health 
communities. 

5.2. Plymouth is a major centre of employment, shopping and tourism. It also has an 
important regional significance as a centre for culture, sport and higher education. The 
city has global links with North American, Asian, and European companies and has 
important healthcare and medical sectors, many of which are based at Derriford. 
Historically the city has been highly dependent on defence-related industries but over 
recent years this has declined significantly and there is an ongoing need to diversify 
and strengthen the local economy. Derriford is one of the key development 
opportunities where this aspiration can be achieved. 

5.3. Through the Plymouth Vision, prepared by MBM Arquitectes, a compelling picture of 
what the city is and what it could become has emerged. The vision focuses on the 
unique beauty and position of the City.  It also sets specific aspirations for the City, 
including a population growth over the next twenty years from the current 240,000, to 
between 300-350,000 in order to provide a sustainable and vibrant city. This population 
is suggested as the level of critical mass required to support a city of the nature 
outlined in the vision. The MBM vision for Plymouth in essence seeks to bring the 
quality of the social, economic and urban fabric of the City up to a level that is 
commensurate with its stunning natural setting.  It is in this context that the LDF’s 
proposals for the Derriford area are being prepared. 

5.4. The Derriford area provides a unique opportunity.  As a leading centre of medical 
excellence and a hub of science and technology the location is a pivotal sub regional 
location which helps to strengthen the city’s national and international competitiveness. 
As a location close to Dartmoor with stunning views and deep wooded valleys 
dissecting the topography it can also contribute to a better quality of life for the 
residents and working population of the city. This in turn enhances competitiveness, 
particularly in the highly skilled, high value and knowledge based sectors the area is 
known for. 

5.5. Placed in this context it is clear that Derriford already is far more than ‘just’ a 
neighbourhood or local centre.  It is already an important sub-regional centre with a 
vital role in the success of the city. However, despite being defined by a formidable mix 
of uses including the Hospital, Plymouth City Airport, Nuffield Hospital, The College of 
St Mark and St John, Plymouth International Business Park and Tamar Science Park 
the area is not actually perceived as a place in its own right.  Each of the uses sit on 
their own within a broad area with no sense of place, image or ‘brand’ identity.  
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5.6. The challenge for the LDF is to complement the existing uses with an urban framework 
and infill development that makes a place out of what is currently a non-place and 
which are commensurate with the city-wide importance of the uses of the area. If this is 
achieved the result will be a new centre for Plymouth; not just a series of destinations 
off the A386 but a focus for the north of Plymouth. 

5.7. In retailing terms, there is a clear need to consider what the appropriate scale and 
nature of provision should be.  At one extreme, given the strategically important 
infrastructure already in the area, a new town centre serving the entire north of 
Plymouth could be contemplated.  At the other extreme a local centre could be 
proposed, to serve a very local population.  The potential to create a new town centre 
in northern Plymouth could potentially be justified in the long term (post 2021) – (see 
Shopping section of this report).  But this will only be justified if the planned for 
accelerated population growth actually is delivered.  It is vitally important that the well-
being of the City Centre is safeguarded, as this is crucial to Plymouth’s long term 
economic success.  At the other extreme, a local centre would not provide sufficient 
critical mass of development to support the city’s aspirations to create a new heart for 
the area and to promote the concept of a bi-polar economy for the city, based on the 
City Centre and Derriford (see employment section of this report), and of providing a 
new heart for Plymouth, would not be served by this option.  The Council’s view 
remains as it was at the original Preferred Options consultation stage in July 2005 – i.e. 
that a district centre is appropriate in the period to 2021 in terms of shopping provision. 

Key issues arising from consultation. 
5.8. A summary report of the issues raised 

during the Preferred Options 
consultation on the Core Strategy (July 
2005) has been published by the City 
Council. 

 The key question raised in relation to 
the Derriford area at the Preferred 
Options stage related to the vision for 
the area.  Only 3% of respondents 
disagreed with the proposed vision.  

 In addition to the questionnaire 
response, 23 written comments were 
received from organisations and 
individuals.  While there was a high 
degree of public support for the Core 
Strategy Preferred Options proposals, 
addressing the concerns raised is 
recognised as very important. 

Issues raised through Sustainability 
Appraisal 
This identified a number of issues that 
need to be considered as plans develop, 
including in relation to: 
• new employment opportunities for local 

employees / unemployed 
• effect on the existing demographic 

profile 
• impact on costs of housing and cost of 

the purchase of convenience goods 
• impact on the quality of life of 

neighbouring communities 
• impact on adjacent land uses 
• overshadowing, wind funnelling and 

visual impacts 
• provision of public transport 
• measures to minimise car parking. 
• dual use of facilities. 
• visual impact 
• impacts on displaced land uses  
• short-term impacts associated with 

construction  
• flood risk 
• recreational pressures in relation to 

landscape, nature conservation, 
archaeology and heritage interest. 
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5.9. We have felt able to substantially or in part address a number of the concerns raised, 
including: 
• The level of traffic congestion in the area and the need for better public transport – 

through our proposals for a network of High Quality Public Transport routes serving 
this and other strategic locations (see Transport section of this report) 

• Plans to expand Plymouth Airport in its present location – through our proposals for 
a limited extension of the runway and for other infrastructure improvements 

• Proposal for a new transport link that might impact on a nature reserve – in that 
there is no proposal for a route through an existing nature reserve, but accessibility 
to a new community park area will be achieved by transport proposals 

• New centre should not have a negative impact on the existing centres of Crownhill 
and Southway – in that the level of retail development proposed will be carefully 
controlled having regard to its impact on other centres (although it is considered 
that Crownhill may be redefined as a local centre) 

• ‘Community parkland’ indicated on the strategic diagram should take account of the 
extension plans for the Tamar Science Park – through amendments to the strategy 
diagram 

• Southway should be considered as a separate area considering the particular social 
and economic deprivation issues of this part of the city- in relation to Southway, the 
recent “in principle” planning permission for a major development has provided a 
framework for regeneration of this area, and there is no longer a need for this to be 
considered through a separate Area Action Plan. 

5.10. The sustainability appraisal issues are all considered valid issues which will need to be 
addressed in the Area Action Plan for Derriford and the masterplanning of key sites. 

What has changed since the Core Strategy Preferred Options report? 
5.11. Further work has been undertaken to inform the preparation of the Core Strategy.  This 

needs to be made publicly available to inform the debate on Plymouth’s future. 
• The City Council has commissioned retail consultants to advise on retail need and 

opportunity in Plymouth, including advising on the specific role and potential of the 
Derriford area 

• The Council held an Economic Visioning conference in January 2006 to engage 
stakeholders in the development of a new economic strategy and vision for the city.  
One major option under consideration was the development of a bi-polar economy 
in Plymouth, retaining the pre-eminent role of the City Centre but with Derriford 
identified as a major secondary centre 

• The Council has commissioned design consultants to develop further the vision for 
the Derriford area, having regard to its potential commercial role 

• The Plymouth Airport Study, which considers the long-term future of Plymouth 
Airport, has been published. 

Key messages from the emerging retail strategy for Plymouth. 
5.12. A fuller summary is provided in the Shopping section of this report.  In relation to 

Derriford, the Shopping Study supports the concept of a district centre that in the long 
term (post 2021) may be able to grow to a larger centre, subject to the health of the 
City Centre and the extent to which population growth has actually been delivered. 

Key messages from the emerging new economic strategy for Plymouth. 
5.13. See Employment section of this report for information on this strategy.  Insofar as 

Derriford is concerned, its key recommendation is to support the development of a “bi-
polar” economy, with 2 major areas of complementary economic growth (the City 
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Centre and Derriford).  This can be facilitated through developing an appropriate 
economic relationship between Derriford and the City Centre, and provision of rapid 
and regular public transport. 

Key messages from the emerging design and urban framework strategy for 
Derriford. 
5.14. This work is building on a previous study undertaken by Llewelyn Davies. It supports 

the findings of the Llewelyn Davies study that north Plymouth lacks a heart.  It also 
supports the findings that the area has huge potential to be transformed into a highly 
successful sustainable community in its own right. 

5.15. It identifies that Derriford is potentially more than a neighbourhood or local centre. The 
existing mix of uses within the area already makes it an important sub-regional centre 
with a vital role in the success of the city.  To play a complementary role to the City 
Centre as part of the “bi-polar” economy concept, it is important to build upon this 
existing strategic infrastructure but in a way that does not have a negative influence on 
the regeneration of the City Centre. 

5.16. Despite the presence of the Hospital, Plymouth City Airport, Nuffield Hospital, The 
College of St Mark and St John, Plymouth International Medical and Technology Park, 
Derriford Business Park and Tamar Science Park, the Derriford area does not have a 
strong identity as a centre for the North of Plymouth. It does not provide the mix of 
community, retail and business uses expected of an important centre, and lacks a 
residential community.  Studies of each of the neighbourhoods surrounding Derriford 
revealed a number of low density suburbs lacking a clear centre with appropriate 
services or facilities. 

5.17. The potential exists in the area to develop a broader mix of uses that will help the 
Derriford area to fulfil its potential as an important sub regional centre for the north of 
Plymouth, and a district shopping centre serving the surrounding communities and the 
employment, health and education uses. The area seems particularly lacking in shops, 
restaurants, leisure and community facilities and a mix of housing suited for people 
who work in the area. 

5.18. Four key issues will be important in making Derriford a successful centre: 
1. The amount of residential, community and commercial development will have to 
be sufficient to ensure that services and businesses are supported and people are 
attracted to the centre. A local shop or supermarket is unlikely to be sufficient to create 
a vibrant centre that people want to be in. There will need to be a mix of uses with 
attractive public spaces for people to linger in and enjoy. 
2. The centre will need to have a strong character to balance the existing large 
buildings and roads within the area. This means distinctive high quality architecture and 
spaces with sufficient scale and presence to create a strong sense of place and the 
legibility for the area, amongst the existing fragmented townscape of large buildings 
and roads.  Streets and spaces will need to be sheltered and attractive for pedestrians 
and cyclists.  A bold sustainable urban district needs to be created rivalling the best 
new development achieved by the other European cities Plymouth is competing with.  
Some key areas in the corridor from Crownhill Fort to the Derriford Roundabout and 
towards the hospital seem best suited as focal areas in which there should be a special 
requirement to achieve a high quality urban form and public realm, with a strong public 
transport focus. 
3. The pattern of streets and spaces needs to create excellent linkages with the rest 
of the city and allow for public transport, cyclist, pedestrian and vehicular access in a 
sustainable way. 
4. The unique natural environment, views, and historic environment offer the 
opportunity to reinforce the sense of place, and a high quality of life. 
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5.19. A new link along the Forder Valley may benefit the accessibility of the area and allow 
the creation of a more attractive and sustainable urban area.  There may also be 
potential for new linkages through the airport land that becomes excess to 
requirements, and for a linkage to the west of the international medical and technology 
park around the northern edge of Crownhill Fort towards Whitleigh (subject to detailed 
investigation in relation to safeguarding the schedule monument and its setting). 

Key messages from the Plymouth Airport Study. 
5.20. The City Council agrees with the broad strategic approach set out in the study, and will 

now need to develop detailed proposals which also: 
• Address rat running concerns, and in particular delivers traffic management to 

protect sensitive routes such as through Plympton St Maurice conservation area 
• Delivers major public transport improvements throughout Plymstock, linking in 

effectively to the HQPT network 
• Consider the location of other HQPT stops such as Elburton and Cattedown. 

 This study presents an evidence base for the role and future development of 
Plymouth’s airport.  It supports the expansion of the airport to improve connectivity with 
the rest of the UK and Europe, seeing this as a valid economic objective for Plymouth 
and the SW Region.  See Transport section for a fuller summary of the messages. 
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Revised Core Strategy Preferred Option in relation to Derriford Area Vision and 
Strategy. 
5.21. Revised Preferred Option 47.  The City Council’s preferred vision for the 

Derriford and Seaton AAP, as illustrated conceptually on the Area Vision and 
Strategy diagram, is:- 

To create a thriving sustainable urban centre at the heart of the north of 
Plymouth which is well connected to surrounding communities and the city’s 
High Quality Public Transport network and: 
• includes a diverse mix of commercial and community uses supported by a strong, 

vibrant new residential community 
• plays a major supporting role in the sub region’s long term economic and social well 

being through provision of strategically important health, economic, further 
education and transport infrastructure (including an improved Plymouth airport) 

• provides district shopping centre facilities, centred on the west side of the A386, to 
support the surrounding residential and commercial communities with the potential 
for long term growth as the population of northern Plymouth grows 

• provides a new high quality ‘northern gateway’ into the city, with a strong sense of 
place 

• capitalises on the existing network of green spaces, views and historic environment, 
and enhances the role of and access to these. 
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6. Environment – key changes 

Context 
6.1. Plymouth has one of most enviable 

locations of any city in the world.  It has 
a legacy of quality green spaces 
penetrating the city, views out over the 
stunningly beautiful sound and its 
estuaries, all set within a backcloth that 
includes Dartmoor to the east and the 
Rame peninsula to the west. 

 The city also has a long and illustrious 
heritage, the legacy of which is 
everywhere.  This is a fragile asset that 
needs to be cherished, providing the all 
important sense of place and playing a 
key role in Plymouth’s urban 
renaissance. 

 Addressing these issues is critical in 
terms of promoting the principles of 
sustainable development.  This is a 
theme that runs throughout the LDF 
and includes:  addressing climate 
change, protecting biodiversity and 
open spaces, dealing with waste and 
reducing the consumption of non-
renewable resources. 

The alternative policy approaches 
considered include: 
• How to protect and enhance Plymouth’s 

environment and the surrounding 
coast and countryside, by: 
- focusing development on previously 
used sites, including increasing 
density 
- addressing deficiencies in open 
space provision 
- protecting biodiversity by conserving 
habitats. 

• How best to protect and enhance the 
city’s built heritage – by improving the 
quality of design, retaining key 
features that provide identity and 
creating an accessible, legible, well 
connected and vibrant city 

• How to plan for development that 
minimises or reduces consumption of 
non-renewable resources 

• What measures should be taken to 
adapt to climate change 

• How to ensure a safe and healthy 
environment. 

The current position 
6.2. The City Council acknowledges that protection of the environment and provision of 

sustainable development is a fundamental requirement of the LDF.  Its current policies 
seek to protect the special environment of the city, and to deliver more effective 
stewardship of the environment.  Development must play a positive role in the 
stewardship of the environment and in delivering long term improvements to quality of 
life in the city. 
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Key issues arising from consultation. 
6.3. A summary report of the issues raised 

during the Preferred Options 
consultation on the Core Strategy (July 
2005) has been published by the City 
Council. 

 The key environmental questions raised 
at the Preferred Options stage were: 
• The need to safeguard green space 

from inappropriate development 
– where only 2% of the respondents 
raised concerns 

• The importance of promoting 
conservation and enhancement of 
biodiversity 
- where only 1% of the respondents 
raised concerns 

• The need to reduce the 
consumption of non-renewables e.g. 
water, land, soil 
- where only 1% raised concerns 

• The importance of contributing to 
renewable energy targets in the 
Devon Structure Plan 
- where only 2% of the respondents 
raised concerns 

• The need to protect people and the 
environment from unsafe, unhealthy 
and polluted environments 
- where only 1% of the respondents 
raised concerns 

• The importance of providing support 
for tackling flooding by prioritising 
development in certain areas 
- where only 2% of the respondents 
raised concerns. 

Issues raised through Sustainability 
Appraisal 
Protection of green space. Biodiversity 
• Conflict between protection of green 

space and proposals for major 
development  & infrastructure proposals 
(20% of development will be on green 
field land & some brownfield sites are a 
valuable resource in terms of open 
space/biodiversity) 

• Concern about impact of polluting 
developments on landscape, 
biodiversity sites 

• Concern about how City will respond to 
development beyond that which is 
allocated in Plan. Must ensure careful 
monitoring of sporadic and incremental 
development to avoid further erosion of 
green space 

• Lack of clarity about how wildlife 
corridors and woodland in green 
corridors will be protected 

• Design Principles 
• Design principles should also 

encourage use of local and recycled 
materials, reflect locally distinctive 
features, minimise water & energy 
consumption, waste generation, and 
considering renewable energy 

• Lack of clarity about the consideration 
for visual integrity of Plymouth as a 
whole 

• Care must be taken to ensure that 
design and density of development, 
access to open space and choice of 
materials enhances quality of life of 
respective local communities. 

Other issues 
• Lack of clarity about sustainable 

development criteria to be applied to 
development in flood risk areas 

• Encourage travel plans. 

6.4. In addition to the questionnaire response on environmental issues, 45 written 
comments were received from organisations and individuals relating to environmental 
matters.  While there was a high degree of public support for the Core Strategy 
Preferred Options environmental proposals, addressing the concerns raised is 
recognised as very important. 

6.5. In terms of the key concerns raised, these can now be substantially address, including: 
• Protecting green spaces from development, including protecting Central Park – is 

generally supported.  It is recognised that a strategic framework of green spaces is 
an essential ingredient in terms of creating a quality city and cannot be 
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compromised.  This matter will be addressed through a policy on the city’s green 
infrastructure.  The importance of retaining Central Park as a key element in the 
city’s hierarchy of recreation provision is also recognised and any proposals for this 
area will need to about enhancing, and not detracting from its key role 

• Protecting against encroachment of diffused noise pollution and promoting air 
quality improvements – is generally supported and will be addressed through a 
general pollution control policy 

• While there is general support for tackling flooding, concerns have been raised 
about the accuracy of the background information being used to assess the extent 
of this problem – This matter has now been addressed through a new Flood Risk 
Assessment report 

• The high degree of support for promoting conservation, enhancing biodiversity, 
reducing the consumption of non-renewables, contributing to renewable energy 
targets – is welcomed. 

6.6. In terms of the issues raised through the sustainability appraisal, the Council: 
• Will address the issue of protecting green space and biodiversity through a policy 

on the city’s green infrastructure, as well as a general pollution control policy 
• The issues raised relating to Design Principles will be addressed through a strategic 

Design Policy, supported by a supporting Supplementary Planning Document on 
design matters 

• Is addressing the concern about flood risk through its new Strategic Flood Risk 
Assessment 

• Will promote Green travel plans in the transport section of the Core Strategy. 

What has changed since the Core Strategy Preferred Options? 
6.7. Further work has now been undertaken to inform the preparation of the Core Strategy.  

This needs to be made publicly available to inform the debate on Plymouth’s future.  
The key items of work are: 
• A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment – produced by Pell Frischmann 
• An assessment of key Criteria Based Policies relating to the environmental and 

other impacts of development, potentially for inclusion in the Core Strategy as an 
alternative to a separate Local Development Document. 

Key messages from the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 
6.8. The study sets out to provide a high-level assessment of flood risk in Plymouth, as a 

basis for considering the implications for land use planning and change – in 
accordance with current planning guidance (PPG25) as well as guidance set out in the 
emerging new document PPS25.  In essence the priority is to steer development to 
areas at the lowest probability of flooding. 

6.9. The assessment considers the different sources of flooding, and their potential impact 
in the key development areas of the city.  i.e. from rivers, the sea, runoff, groundwater, 
sewers, as well as from reservoirs /canals and other artificial sources.  It goes on to 
consider the different options to mitigate against flood risk, highlighting the positive and 
negative implications of each measure. 

6.10. The principal output from the study is a set of maps which divide Plymouth into flood 
risk zones as a basis for making consistent and sustainable decisions with respect to 
flood risk.  In essence the study highlights the fact that Plymouth, as well as being a 
coastal city subject to attack from tidal and wave action, is also bisected by two large 
rivers; the Tamar and Plym, hence a large variation in possible sources of flood risk in 
the city. 
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6.11. The study notes that most of the proposed redevelopment is concentrated around the 
waterfront area of the city.  This area is already heavily developed meaning that 
reducing flood risk for new development will need to be considered carefully in order to 
determine the best methods to mitigate the risk.  Key finding are that: 
• In terms of direct flooding of this area, caused by the impact of tide or waves – 

either critical development should be moved away from the risk or the development 
should be mitigated by an appropriate means such as site selection, land-raising or 
flood defences 

• In terms of indirect flooding caused by the tide submerging drainage outlets etc. – 
there are a range of mitigation methods which may include upgrades to the 
drainage system in order to protect both existing new key development. 

6.12. The study also shows that parts of the waste management facility at Chelson Meadow 
are shown to be at risk from flooding, which means that special attention will need to be 
paid to flooding issues in considering the future of this facility. 

6.13. The study concludes that each separate development should be considered on an 
individual basis with regard to flooding.  If deemed necessary a Flood Risk Assessment 
should be carried out that would highlight on a site specific basis the magnitude and 
nature of flood risk to the development as well as any increase in flood risk which the 
development may cause elsewhere. 

Key messages from the Criteria Based Policies Assessment. 
6.14. The Core Strategy Preferred Options report, when published in July 2005, included 47 

preferred option statements, most of which will be converted into strategic policies to 
support delivery of the LDF’s vision and strategy.  So there will already be a significant 
policy framework in place to encourage high quality development into appropriate 
locations in the city.  The key question now is whether the need for additional detailed 
criteria based policies is sufficient to justify the preparation of a separate ‘Criteria 
Based Policies’ Local Development Document (LDD), or whether  such policies should 
be incorporated in this Core Strategy. 

6.15. The LDF Annual Monitoring Report was published in December 2005.  This includes an 
analysis of the use of existing planning policies by the Council in decision making.  It is 
noteworthy that quite a number of policies have never been used for decision making, 
suggesting that there is significant scope to reduce the number of policies. 

6.16. It is suggested here that, in addition to the emerging policies already identified in the 
July 2005 Core Strategy Preferred Options report and this Key Changes report, there 
may only be a need for a very small number of policies which set out the key issues 
and tests for consideration when planning applications are received.  These need to 
safeguard and promote a good quality of life  in the city, to protect the environment and 
promote sustainable development.  These policies could subsequently be amplified by 
Supplementary Planning Documents giving a clear framework for the consideration of 
planning applications. 

Revised Core Strategy Preferred Option in relation to environmental issues. 
6.17. Revised Preferred Option 29.  The preferred option remains unchanged, with the 

exception that a revised sub-section (7) is proposed.   
(7) Provides support for tackling flooding by giving priority to development in areas of 
minimal flood risk.  Significant development proposals in high flood risk areas should: 

• be justified by making a positive contribution to delivery of sustainable 
communities and the sustainable development objectives of the Core Strategy. 

• be on brownfield land. 
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• be accompanied by a flood risk assessment and deliver flood risk mitigation or 
defence measures as appropriate. 

• where possible contribute to the alleviation of existing flooding problems. 
All development should provide appropriate provision for surface water runoff. 

6.18. New Preferred Option.  To include a small number (two or three) of general 
criteria based policies which highlight the key issues that need to be assessed in 
the consideration of any planning application, ranging from minor and 
householders developments to major schemes, in order to ensure that the 
impacts of development on the quality of life in the city, the environment and 
other sustainable development considerations are adequately considered. 
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7. Community Health, Safety, Well Being and Social Inclusion – 
No key changes proposed 

Context 
7.1. No key changes are proposed to those 

already published in the July Preferred 
Options (paragraphs 19.1-19.22) 
consultation document. 

 This section simply summarises the 
current position with regard to 
Community Health, Safety, Well Being 
and Social Inclusion – both for the sake 
of completeness, as well as providing a 
context within which any new 
comments on these matters can be 
made. 

 Please note that there is no need to 
repeat any comments already made at 
the July 2005 Preferred Options 
consultation stage – as these still 
remain for consideration in preparing 
the final submission Core Strategy. 

The alternative policy approaches 
considered include: 

• The relative importance and means by 
which an inclusive city can be fostered 

• The level of commitment and alternative 
ways of achieving social inclusion 

• How to address the questions of cultural 
diversity and social equality. How to 
promote a commitment to positive 
community relations and ethnic diversity 

• How best to promote sustainable linked 
communities – providing access for all 
while reducing the need to travel 

• How best to achieve affordable housing 
– so as to develop diverse and mixed 
communities 

• How to improve the health, safety and 
well-being of Plymouth’s population. 

The current position 
7.2. This part of the LDF is concerned with the need to create the quality of life and vitality 

that makes urban living desirable.  The Council is a committed to developing an urban 
environment which fosters and protect the diversity of its inhabitants, while ensuring 
that all enjoy access to a range of services and activities. 

7.3. It is recognised that without this commitment to social integration, our city will fail.  The 
task of the LDF is to assist in ensuring that everyone’s needs are met.  In doing this, 
we need to celebrate the cosmopolitan nature of our city, but not to gloss over the 
difficulties that many ethnic communities actually face. 

7.4. In responding to these social problems there is a recognition that we must avoid 
repeating the mistakes of the past.  For example, developing large amounts of social 
housing in one location does not work.  There is a commitment to future development 
being on the basis of a mix of tenures and income groups.  This is recognised as 
important in the way that affordable housing is developed and allocated so that it 
supports the need for diverse and mixed communities. 

7.5. There is also a commitment to addressing the issues of reconnecting isolated, deprived 
areas to other parts of the city, as well as creating jobs within neighbourhoods 
themselves, so as to reduce the need to travel. 

7.6. Alongside the need to build strong and inclusive communities, there is a commitment to 
improving the health, safety and well-being of Plymouth’s population – especially in the 
priority neighbourhoods.  This is supported in the LDF by promoting healthy lifestyles – 
by addressing existing deficiencies in provision and aiming to improve the quality and 
quantity of recreational provision.  The LDF also supports the implementation of heath 
care infrastructure improvement in the city. 
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7.7. The LDF operates as part of a broader strategy in the city to reduce the opportunity for 
and incidence of crime.  The policies and proposals in the LDF will seek a practical and 
coordinated approach to the problems of safety and security for people and properties. 

7.8. In terms of inclusiveness, the LDF includes policies to improve accessibility, ensure 
that the need for child-care provision is recognised in new development, requires that 
20% of all new housing is built to ‘lifetime homes’ standard, and makes provision for all 
sectors of the community to meet their needs for places of worship. 

Key issues arising from consultation. 
7.9. A summary report of the issues raised 

during the Preferred Options 
consultation on the Core Strategy (July 
2005) has been published by the City 
Council. 

 The key social questions raised at the 
Preferred Options stage were: 
• The need to promote healthy lifestyles 

by improving sports and play facilities 
– where only 1% of the respondents 
raised concerns 

• The need to support the 
implementation of health care 
infrastructure  
– where no respondents raised 
concerns 

• Improve the quality of design in new 
development to reduce crime and fear 
of crime 
- where no respondents raised 
concerns 

• Improve accessibility to all users to 
new development throughout the city 
– where only 1% of the respondents 
raised concerns 

• Requires that 20% of all new housing 
is built to lifetime home standard 
– where only 2% of the respondents 
raised concerns 

• Meets the needs of all sectors of the 
community for meeting places and 
places of worship  – where only 4% of 
the respondents raised concerns. 

Issues raised through Sustainability 
Appraisal 
• Improvements in the quality of facilities 

and services and access to such 
services and facilities will have a 
positive effect on improving healthy 
lifestyles, communities’ quality of life 
and reducing crime levels 

• Potential negative effects of the 
proposals relate to an erosion of 
landscape character, biodiversity, 
archaeology & heritage if new sites for 
primary health care, sports/recreational 
facilities are required 

• Unclear whether a needs/demand 
assessment has been undertaken as 
part of the Sports facilities or Playing 
Pitches Strategies in accordance with 
PPG17 

• An assessment of future need for 
sports/playing pitches should be carried 
out 

• Allocating community benefits may not 
meet local need and aspirations. It is 
important to ensure that developers 
undertake a thorough assessment of 
local need to meet aspirations 

• The issue of social inclusion must be a 
priority for planning and design briefs 

• Care must be taken to ensure proposals 
are sensitive to surrounding land 
uses/environment 

• Affordable housing sites must be 
located in areas that meet local need. 

7.10. In addition to the questionnaire response on Community Health, Safety, Well Being and 
Social Inclusion matters, (Preferred Options 30 to 36), forty one written comments were 
received from organisations and individuals relating to these matters.  While there was 
a high degree of public support for the Core Strategy Preferred Options proposals, 
addressing the concerns raised is recognised as very important. 
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local development framework    

7.11. In terms of the key concerns raised, these can now be substantially addressed, 
including: 
• Broadening the matters covered to include a wider concept of heath, including 

walking and cycling. – Support for this concept will be fully recognised in the policy 
framework 

• Extending the protection provided for existing sports facilities, and children’s play 
spaces – Protection for recreational facilities will be provided in accordance with 
government guidelines 

• The need to make alternative provision before the Pavilions is relocated – this point 
is recognised and will be addressed in the area action plans for Millbay and Central 
Park 

• Spreading the facilities for sport /play throughout the city, rather than focusing on 
Central Park – This matter is being addressed through Plymouth’s Playing Pitch 
Strategy 2006-16 

• Concerns that in designing out crime, this should not mean creating gated 
communities – These concerns are recognised and will be addressed with the 
design policy framework 

• While there are no proposals to locate a prison in Plymouth, in accordance with 
Circular 3/98 ‘Planning for Future Prison development’, there is a need for a criteria 
based policy to deal with any new proposal should it arise – The need to comply 
with government guidance is of course accepted and will be addressed in the 
submission document 

• A preference to express the requirement for 20% ‘lifetime homes’ as a target – The 
need to retain this as an expectation is considered important. 

7.12. In terms of the issues raised through the sustainability appraisal: 
• The Potential negative effects on landscape, biodiversity and archaeology, of 

finding sites for new facilities will be addressed through mitigation in the general 
policies regarding the environmental impacts of development 

• Plymouth’s Playing Pitch Strategy 2006-16 will address the PPG17 requirements, in 
particular providing an assessment of future need for sports/playing pitches 

• The need to assess local needs is being addressed through Sustainable 
Neighbourhood Assessments currently being prepared 

• The issue of social inclusion will be addressed through planning and design briefs 
• Ensuring the appropriate relationships between existing and new development will 

be addressed through the Policy framework 
• The provision of affordable housing in relation to meeting local need will be 

addressed through the Affordable Housing Policy. 

What has changed since the Core Strategy Preferred Options? 
7.13. The July 2005 Preferred Options stage did not highlight the need for any significant 

changes to the Community Health, Safety, Well Being and Social Inclusion section of 
the LDF.  The comments that were received on these matters can be satisfactorily 
accommodated, as indicated above 

Revised Core Strategy Preferred Option in relation to Community Health, 
Safety, Well Being and Social Inclusion issues. 
7.14. No key amendments are proposed to the text of Preferred Options 30 to 36. 
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English 
Please ask if you would like this; Local Development Framework Document, in another language, large print, 
Braille or audio format, please telephone: 01752 307845 
 
Albanian 
Nëse e doni këtë: Dokumenti I Kornizës së Zhvillimit Lokal në një gjuhë tjetër, print të madh, format Braille ose 
audio, ju lutemi telefononi në:01752 307845 
 
Arabic 

 بلغة أخرى، طبعة آبيرة، برايل أو صيغة سمعية، .  وثيقة هيكلية التطّور المحلي:رجاء إسأل إذا آنت توّد هذه 
  30784501752:  رجاء  تلفن 

 
Chinese 
此檔案本地發展架構文件備有多種語言及不同的型式扳本，如字體方大、盲人點字或錄音聲帶等. 
如有需要請致電: 01752 307845 
 
Farsi 

ان دیگر، چاپ درشت، نوار صوتی و یا مخصوص برای نابینایان میتوانید به زب مدارک مربوط به  توسعه محلیبرای دریافت  
 .تقاضا نمائید01752 307845:از ما با تلفن

 
French 
Veuillez demander si vous voulez Document sur la Structure de Dévelopement Local dans une autre langue, 
en gros caractères, en Braille ou en format audio. Téléphonez au :01752 307845 
 
Hindi 
अ ग र  आप  इ स  ःथा नी य  व का स के  सं धा र  का  द ःता वे ज द स रेू  भा षा  मे  चा ह ते  हो  या  उ से  ब डे  
अ र ॄे ल  या  ौ व ण  के  मा य म  से  हा िस ल  क र ना  चा ह ते  हो  तो  ब प या,  01752 
307845 प र  सं प क  क जी ए  ।  
 
Kurdish 

 ،یگن هد یزاوش نای ربز یزاوش ،هرو هگ یپاچ ، رت یكنامز هب  یی هچوان یناد هوائ هب نناد هش هگ  ینالیپ م هل هی هه تز هح ۆت ر هگ هئ هسرپب هیاكت
 . 30784501752:ۆب هكب نووف هل هت هیاكت

 
Portuguese 
Por favor peça se desejar este documento: documento da Estrutura de Desenvolvimento Local,  noutra 
língua, em impressão grande, Braille ou formato de audio, por favor telephone o seguinte número: 01752 
307845 
 
Russian 
Пожалуйста уточните, вы бы хотели этот Документ структуры местного развития на другом языке, 
заглавными буквами, в шрифте Брайля или аудио формате, сообщив по телефону:01752 307845 
 
Somali 
Haddii aad u baahan tahay dokumintigan, Dukumeentiga horumarinta iyo qaab-dhismeedka aagga isagoo ku 
qoran luqad kale, ama ku qoran farta dadka indhaha la’, ama lagu duubay cajalo maqal ah, fadlan lasoo xiriir 
teleefonka: 01752 307845 
 
Spanish 
Por favor pida si quiere este documento, Documento sobre la Estructura de Dévelopement Local en otro 
idioma, con una letra mayor, en braile o formato audio, por favor llame al: 01752 307845 
 
Thai  
โปรดบอกถาค ุณตองการเอกสารอางอิงนเอกสารเก ี ยวกับโครงงานพัฒนาการทองถิ่นเปนภาษาอื่น เปนตัวพิมพขนาดใหญ 
เปนตัวนูนสําหรับคนตาบอด หรอื เทปสําหรับฟง   โปรดโทรศัพทหมายเลข01752 307845 
 
Turkish 
Eğer bunu; Bölgesel Kalkınmanın Ana Hatları kitapçığı başka bir dilde, iri yazı, kabartma yazı yada kaset 
formunda istiyorsanız, şu telefon numarasını arayın: 01752 307845 
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